
 

 

 

Discoveries are a construct of the mind, they facilitate a widened perception of ourselves and others 
through changes in the way we see the world, and our interactions within it.  In the bildungsroman film 
Life of Pi [LOP, 2012] directed by Ang Lee, the eponymous hero makes a multitude of spiritual discoveries 
throughout his life-changing journey on the Pacific Ocean, and within his relationship with Richard Parker 
(a Bengal tiger) via a renewed understanding of his place in the world, challenging his previous ideas. 
Similarly, in the confronting first episode of reality TV show First Contact [2014], six participants are forced 
to challenge their own pre-conceived notions about Indigenous Australians as they are sent to participate 
in Aboriginal day-to-day life, forcing them to also reassess their own identity facilitating confronting and 
provocative personal discoveries. Discoveries change the way we view the world and our perceptions of 
others and ourselves, ultimately leading us to speculate about new worlds values, and allow us to 
stimulate new ideas.  
 
Greater understandings of our interactions within a particular worldview are often sparked from curiosity 
and wonder to understand the truths about people and the world. Lee’s film follows the life of Pi, whose 
curiosity and wonder leads him to make existential spiritual discoveries. In a confronting scene, Pi’s 
innocence and naïve beliefs are challenged dramatically when first encountering Richard Parker, as seen 
in the extreme close up of trembling hands accompanied with a harsh crescendo and non diegetic sounds 
of tiger roaring, emphasising the visceral response of fear that occurs as a result of ideas and attitudes of 
naivety being disputed. This relationship between Pi and Richard Parker is developed further in the 
respective point of view close up shots, suggesting an unspoken conversation through eye contact, 
showing Pi’s curiosity to understand the world and his relationship with Parker. It is this interaction with 
eyes that becomes a motif for Pi’s curiosity and wonder “When you look into his eyes you are seeing your 
own emotions staring back at you” suggesting that his curiosity and wonder are a construct of his own 
intrinsic search for true attitudes and ideas. As such, Richard Parker becomes a Jungian projection of Pi’s 
own spiritual search.  Pi’s spiritual journey is further developed through his curiosity and wonder in 
religion, depicted in the close up of Pi reading a book about Hinduism emphasising his thirst to discover 
more about his spirituality. The dark, mystical lighting contrasted with the warm hue of votive candles 
depicts the first time his spiritual beliefs are challenged as his father tells him “Don't let the beauty and 
lights fool you boys; religion is darkness” which in turn symbolises the beginning of Pi’s spiritual journey.  
 
 Similarly, in First Contact, the participants’ planned discoveries about the Aboriginal culture are sparked 
from their own curiosity and wonder to challenge their pre-conceived racist attitudes and ideas about 
people and experiences. For some characters, their opinions were purely based on perceptions “I’ve just 
never seen anything like it”, and as a result were given the medium to “discover” something new about 
the indigenous culture. By discovering something new, innovative worlds, values and ideas can be 
stimulated and speculation can be created on future possibilities, as Bo-dene suggests, “I could be friends 
with him”. Fresh and intensely meaningful discoveries can be formed from our previous attitudes being 
challenged, as depicted through the long shot approaching the lit up doorway of the indigenous 
household, exploring the discovery process and it’s ability to inspire new ideas “It’s not what I was 
expecting at all”. The discovery process is aided through the ability of each person to have the curiosity 
to ask questions and provoke answers in order to trigger new values and emotions of individuals.    
 
Discovery is a confronting and provocative process where our ideas and attitudes mature as a result of 
consistent challenges in our experiences and interactions that influence the way we see the world. In 
Lee’s iconic film of spiritual discovery Life of Pi, the protagonist Pi is confronted in his life- changing 
experiences along his process of enlightenment. Pi experiences the confronting nature of change, when 
his ship sinks, his provoking loneliness emphasised by the wide overhead shot that pans out and up. 
Metaphorically, Pi's abandonment in the ocean represents the beginning of a man's journey of spiritual 

How do the texts you have studied demonstrate that discovery occurs when established ideas 
and attitudes about people, experience and the world are affirmed or challenged.  

 



 

 

discovery outside the protection of family and the familiar. The confronting nature of the choral soprano 
voices accompanying the sustained long shot of him suspended above the ship’s bright lights depicts his 
vulnerability at the beginning of his spiritual odyssey, and emphasises the necessity that is discovery 
must be undertaken as a process. The spiritual process of discovery can provide fresh and intensely 
meaningful discoveries as seen through the shape of the island as a Woman, symbolic of the Hindu god 
Vishnu, that forebodes the transformative impact of the island on Pi’s spiritual journey. The aerial point 
of view shot looking at the meerkat bones provides answers as it suggests that the island, which 
parallels to religion, comes with mistakes and flaws. In another similar metaphor, the tooth found inside 
the lotus flower, as viewed through the extreme close up, has connotations that the bud looks fresh, 
natural and beautiful on the surface, just like the island, but inside it reveals its rotten core.  The image 
of the lotus flower also acts as an allegory to the myth “the den of the lotus eaters” where the “lotus 
eaters” become trapped in a blissfully closed off lifestyle, suggesting faith does not provide the full 
picture.  
 
Reality TV show First Contact is similar in the way it examines the confronting and provocative 
experiences that challenge pre-conceived attitudes and ideas, however contributes to the process of 
sparking personal re-discoveries. The high angle of Sandy’s vulnerable face when learning about the 
stolen generation suggests that her ideas and opinions are being challenged, providing a provocative 
experience. The gut-wrenching emotion visibly seen is emphasized through the fragmented speech and 
high modality “‘Families were torn apart. No government has a right to do that’ portray the high level of 
inequality indigenous Australians face. This provocative emotional journey is continued in the turtle 
scene, where according to indigenous customs and tradition, the tribal leaders kill a turtle to eat it. This 
rouses enigmatic thoughts amongst the characters, depicted through the long shot of jasmine crying. 
When this is paired with non- diegetic music of drums, it builds tension and not only portrays the 
immense emotional journey the characters experience but also acts as a catalyst for the audience to 
question their own beliefs and opinions in regards to the process of discovering the indigenous culture. 
LINK TO QUESTON AND RUBRIC. 
 
Changes in attitudes and ideas about ourselves, others, and our interactions within the wider world are 
a result of fresh and intensely meaningful, confronting and provocative spiritual and personal 
discoveries, sparked by curiosity and wonder. Both the bildungsroman film LOP by Ang Lee and reality 
TV show First Contact depict the way the discovery process can simultaneously challenge pre-conceived, 
perceptions and values and establish new ideas and attitudes about people, experience and the world. 
They champion the notion that discoveries are a construct of the mind, that ultimately lead to a greater 
sense of identity of others and ourselves, within experiences that are life- changing.  
 
 
 
  


